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Abstract:

Our purpose, in this contribution, is to bring to light the impacts of negotiation on territory

structuring, and to show the existence of specific territories, characterized by flexibly

evolutive negotiated coordinations. In this perspective, negotiation is beeing considered

through a dual approach : resources allocation and resources creation as a vector of territory

structuring. So we will define the process of negotiation starting from the following triptych

pattern: exchange-negotiation, partition-negotiation, associative-negotiation. As an illustration

of this, we propose to analyse the case of biotechnology activities in Toulouse, and more

particularly, the Genopole instance. This analysis places in a prominent position the fact that

purely distributive negotiation does not lead to resources creation. Indeed, the

institutionalization of negotiation, understood as an artificial process of distributive and

associative rules selection, proves to be a primary condition to its implementation.
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INTRODUCTION

Our purpose, in this contribution, is to place in a prominent position the impacts of

negociation on territory structuring. Today, local development policies are increasingly aimed

at implementing collective strategies of resources creation (Colletis G. and alii, 1999). This

means that co-operations between various actors (such as firms, local communities, trade

unions, associations, lobbies), whose vested interests may not prove conciliable, is necessary.

So these transformations bring about the coming into tangible existence of specific territories,

characterized by flexibly evolutive negociated coordinations. Indeed, we will thus try here to

confirm the role of negotiation through a dual approach: resources allocation and resources

creation as a vector of both territory construction and structuring.  However if resources

creation is a well understood process in economic litterature, espacially as far as long term

endogeneous transformation is concerned (Quéré, 1997;  Ravix, 1990, 1996; Colletis, 1998;

Boureille and Commerçon, 1998, etc), it does not explicitly integrate the question of resources

allocation which seems nevertheless closely dependent on this.  So, in this paper, we will

endeavour to show that the concept of resources allocation and that of resources creation are

not mutually exclusive. Indeed, resources creation seems to be based both on allocative

negociation processes in the short term, and associative negociation processes in the long

term, the interaction of which plays an important part on territory construction.

Although, contemporary economic literature analyzes negotiation by considering it only from

the allocative point of view. We will try nevertheless to show that beyond a purely

distributive approach, negotiation will fit more comprehensively within the scope of a

historical perspective so as to be congruous with a procedural logic. This means that newly

issued rules have to be adhered to collectively, which will help bring about a situation where

arbitration between actors with asymetrical interests will prove feasible. In this perspective, I

will first define (part I) the negotiation in the light of American institutionalism (Commons,

1931) and in the light of Negotiated Law (Morin M.L, 1998; Supiot,1998; Ost,1998).As a

matter of fact, the latter develops further the making of negociation rules, both through an

allocative perspective and through the perspectives of deliberation, of confrontation, of new

coordination rules selection.

The interest of the institutionalist approach is to integrate agents' volition and experience in

the dynamics of conflict resolution. So we will base our work on Commons's approach, which
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is very contemporary in that Commons was the first economist to bring to light the notion of

artificial selection and has had no followers to this day. This leads us to the question of

negociation institutionalization as an artificial process of interests selection, taking into

account global social and economic institutions, and leading to the construction of a

“collective” (and not “common”) interest. As an illustration of this, we will analyze

biotechnology activities in Toulouse (the “Genopole”). We will see that every negotiation

does not lead to resources creation. So, the institutionalization of the negotiation process

proves to be a primary condition to its implementation (part II).

I  –Towards a definition of negotiation between Economics and Law

1.1 - Negotiation in the economic field:  an allocative non-processual perspective

In neo-classical approaches, negotiation is traditionally associated with a myopic bargaining,

where volition and power asymmetries are excluded. The behaviour and decision coherence is

postulated a priori, and agents are not able to assess the impact of their own choices and

decisions on the other agents decisions, or on prices, which is due to the assumption of

atomicity (Cahuc P., 1998). The games theory nevertheless takes partially into account

conflicts through the non co-operative models, and more particularly through bargaining

models. Both approaches are focused on bargaining mechanisms aiming at an optimal “Pareto

efficient” resources allocation. It is therefore a purely allocative approach of negotiation,

which leads to rational and optimal solutions within an utilitarian vision of the negotiation

mechanisms (Touzard H., 1998).  It is however necessary to stress the fact that this treatment

of the negotiation is not centered on conflicts resolution, but rather on the formal mechanisms

of decision allowing the avoidance of conflict situations.  The essential contribution of the

Game theory lies indeed in the analysis of the interactions between the strategic decisions of

the players, the finality being to lead to co-operation situations. Finally, the Games Theory

deals more with the finality of the negotiating mechanisms, than with the rules of negotiation

and the way of adhering to these rules.

However, the Game Theory tries today to exceed the need for applying very precise rules ex-

ante.  Nevertheless, this approach does not allow for the resolving of situations in which the

rules of negotiation are integrated in a procedural construction, in which negotiation depends

on non foreseeable phenomena (Kreps, 1990; Strauss, 1992).  These phenomena can be, for
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example, economic or cultural problems which emerge during the negotiation, behavioural

practices that modify the players' negotiation power, or incompatible systems of

representation that will skew the progress of the negotiation.  That’s why we characterize it as

non-processual. Each game issue is conditioned by the rules distribution and protocols asset

forth at the start (Gerard-Varet L.A, 1999) and nothing is said about the negotiations which

precede the game and organize these protocols (Kreps,1990).

It should however be noted that the first objective in games theory has never been focused on

the rules genesis. The aim lies in fact in the analysis of causality between the rules and the

issue of the game, i.e. the effect of the rules and their change on the issue of the game (Guth

N, Marchand N, Rullière J.L, 1998;  Praskinar V and Roth A.E (1992) … ). The Evolutionary

Game Theory tries to exceed these limits by introducing mechanisms of natural selection.

This approach introduces procedures of learning and darwinian selection. So it is possible to

observe the emergence of behaviour regularities which assume the appearance “of institutions

(1) ”( G.Caire,1996, Ben Hammrouda H., 1996) and which are the result of a particular

conception of the historical process.  Indeed, the Krugman (2) criticism about Evolutionary

Game Theory in general is also right for evolutionary models of negotiation (Young H.P.,

1992; Ellingsen T, 1997;  Skyrms B, 1994):  the evolutionist Theory of negotiation focuses on

the result of an ended process (concept of evolutionarily stable strategy according to Malaith

G.J, 1992) and not on a process in progress, or focuses on an equilibrium where agents

maximize their adaptation acting as the other agents (Delorme R, 1997).  It thus remains a

static view of negotiation.  Moreover, if some models postulate a strict anonymity between

asymmetrical players, other models go against  this assumption to postulate the perfect

symmetry of agents. On the contrary, it seems that asymmetry between agents or partial

knowledge of the other agents’ characteristics is a basic necessary assumption to observe the

emergence of new negotiation rules, and to introduce the concept of volition. But evolutionary

game theory is beeing confronted with difficulties in endowing agents with cognitive

capacities (Vicente,1999). That’s the reason why Evolutionary Game Theory doesn’t prove

successful both in the observation of new rules of negotiation, and in the observation of

cooperative and non-cooperative behaviours.  It seems therefore that introducing the notions

of intentionality and volition requires another conception of selection : artificial selection.

The main interest of artificial selection is to introduce a purpose in individual and collective

action. Action is indeed oriented toward a common objective, which gives a significance to a

collective action integrated in an evolutionary environment. But we didn’t find any models
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activating artificial selection in negotiation behaviours within economic literature. Besides,

this idea constitutes a very interesting research perspective which can take place in artificial

intelligence programming, and more particularly in approaches focused on neurones networks

(Dupuy C, Torre A, 1997,Vicente J, 1999, Tordjman H, 1998 ; Sebag M, Schoenauer M, 1996

etc…).

1.2 - Towards an institutionalist approach of negotiation between Economics and Law

Modelisation in artificial intelligence remains nevertheless in a purely microeconomic

perspective. Its main contribution is to place cognitive behaviours in the centre of the

analysis, and to understand behaviour evolution within a changing environment. In these

decentralised models, institutions are supported by behaviour regularities. They are also

defined within the neo-institutionnalist field (North’ approach), which considers institutions

as rules created by agents at a decentralised level. Our view is different in that sense that we

consider artificial selection as a process in keeping with the historical perspective of economic

and social institutions. Introducing historical time in this perspective requires defining the

notion of institution. To do so, we will subscribe to the Commons (1931) view that considers

institution as a collective reference for individual action, as a frame controlling individuals

and groups action. So institution plays the role of collective mediation and thus participates to

collective action construction (Talbot, 1998) through artificial selection. Commons refers to

artificial selection as a selection of rules with a common aim. He refers to artificial selection

rather than to a Darwinian selection as developed by Veblen, a theory whose prolongations

can be found today among thinkers belonging to the evolutionist trend (Tordjman…).So, the

reflection developed by Commons is a very contemporary one. From this point of view, we

will define the institution notion as a reference for individual and collective action, as a

frame of rules resulting from an artificial selection and aimed at a common objective.

Further, institution participates in and results from the construction of a collective

interest. So we go beyond the notion of common interest to integrate the notion of collective

interest which is characterised by the collective creation of new rules.

From this institutionalist point of view, we will define negociation between Economics and

Law as an important mechanism of interest selection and construction. To our mind,

negociation is not solely a distributive mechanism, or a succession of equilibrium states. We

will try to show that negotiation takes place in historicity, and in multiple ways of dealing
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with conflict resolution (impacts of power relations, coalitional practises…), which conditions

both its nature and ends. Negotiation is thus understood as a specific coordination modality,

aiming at an intentional resolution of conflicts. It seems conceptually inseparable from the

history of legal, institutional and social rules and their impact on economics.  In economics

theory, history of legal and institutional rules was developped by Commons (1931) and his

contemporary followers (Kirat, 1999, …). From Commons’s point of view, negotiation refers

to an analysis of volition and intentionality within transaction relationships. These are the

major components of the coordination mechanisms when the criterium of allocative efficiency

is shelved away, and the negotiating process is considered from a processual and historical

perspective, leading to new rules. Nevertheless, this conception of negotiation is not

developped further in economics. That’s why we choose to associate Law, and more

particularly Negociated Law (Supiot, Ost F, Morin M.L, …), which develops further a

reflexion on negociation rule, and on negotiation institutionalization.

The interest of etablishing points of similarities between Institutionalism and Negotiated

Law

Links between Economics and Law are developped in many research works (Coase RH,

1960; Posner, 1979; Public choices, Justice theory, Law and Economics fields etc…). But

negotiation is here often reduced to a simple resources allocation, as an exchange-negotiation

or a partition-negotiation, ie as a distributive negociation. Moreover, the interest of

Negociated Law is to consider negociation through Habermas’ contribution (Frydman,1998b),

integrating the impact of deliberation in the collective establishment of rules.  The main

interest lies in the progressive recognition of each negotiator specificities, this latter refering

to a procedural rationality. In this perspective, negotiation takes place in reference to an

institution which is a collectively instituted principle of justice.  This refers to the Commons’

reasonable value, where the interests of single agents are subordinated to collective interest.

At this level, Negotiated Law corroborates the institutionalist approach, as it deals with a

process of rules institutionalization by the collective action. Thus, optimal allocation of

resources  is replaced by institutional arrangement.

Indeed, Negotiated Law fits directly in the field of conflict resolution, and in the production of

negotiated new rules. The notion of collective interest takes here an important place and, to

our mind, refers implicitly to the notion of artificial selection developed by Commons.  As
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M.L.Morin (1996) brings it to light, Negotiated Law is a collective Law that defines common

rules within a group of individuals, and which is the result of agreements between divergent

interests.  From this point of view, negotiation isn’t solely a bargaining, but also the artificial

selection of rules governing the economic and social relations through a procedural

perspective. So Negotiated Law appears as a collective law that mediatizes individual and

collective relations. It puts in a prominent position the limits of methodological individualism,

principaly because rules result from collective deliberations. Of course, our objective isn’t

here to deal with purely legal considerations. The recourse to Negotiated Law is justified by

its important analysis of negotiation nature and institutionalization.

Towards a definition of negotiation at the intersection between heteronomy, deliberation

and bargaining

Considering negotiation at the intersection between heteronomy, deliberation, and bargaining,

is one of the most important contributions of F. Ost (1996).  In other words, negotiation is not

only considered as a simple bargaining, but as a process refering to existing institutions and

rules (heteronomous), and acting simultaneously on them by the way of the collective

deliberation.  One rediscovers here the limits of Game Theory modellings that try to explain

social norms from the only point of view of the individual level.

This conception leads to a dual vision of negotiation.  The first characteristic is the role of

deliberation whom emerge interpretation and adjustment of heteronomous rules to create new

one’s.  And the second characteristic takes place in the analysis of power relations and

conflict interests which take the form of a bargaining (Ost, 1998). According to us,

negotiation isn’t however the exhaustive expression of one another of these two

characteristics, but rather the coexistence and the tension between the logic of deliberation

and the logic of  confrontation.

In this perspective, the negotiation rule is considered from the point of view of Negotiated

Law (and it is a fundamental contribution here) as being not substantial but procedural

(Frydman, 1996). Beyond exchange-negotiation or partition-negotiation, we put in a

prominent position a new vision of negotiation as a vector of new coordination rules : the

associative negociation. So, we will define the process of negotiation starting from the
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following triptych pattern : exchange-negotiation/partition-negotiation/associative-negotiation

:

i) The exchange-negotiation pattern whose finality is the exchange of goods and

the transfer of property rights.  The rules which govern the exchange are allocative

rules.  The exchange-negotiation takes place in the short term.

ii)  The partition-negotiation pattern  whose finality is the assignment of resources

and rights.  The rules which govern the partition are also allocative rules in the

short term.

iii)  The associative-negotiation pattern, which refers to the mechanisms of

deliberation, of co-operation, of coalition, that can lead to a reformulation of

power relations within a situation of conflict.  Here we consider power from the

point of view of relational and strategic dependence between actors, according to

resources detention (Dockès P, 1999).  From this negotiation new coordination

rules which we will call associative rules in the long term come to light.

These three kinds of negotiation aren’t mutually exclusive, but coexist through a tension

between the logic of deliberation and the logic of confrontation.  The process of negotiation

such as we define it here is caracterised by the two essential following components:  the first

one refers to the management of rights and resources through allocative mechanisms;  and the

second one refers to the creation of new rules leading to new coordinations. Further,

negotiation can be institutionalized through a formal or an informal institution. By formal

institution, we understand here:  a law, a legal convention, a co-operation or intermediation

structure resting on public or private contractual statuses. By informal institution, we refer to

informal rules collectively institued, which are a reference for collective action (cf.supra).

According to this, the process of negotiation institutionalization is an artificial process of

rules selection and creation, leading to the constitution of a collective interest. This

collective construction is caracterised by the emergence of cooperative behaviours, by a

progressive reduction of uncertainty that changes power relations into new configurations.

In the light of these preliminary definitions, the question we ask for is the role of negotiation

in the structuring of territory.  The involved actors are firms, local communities, as well as

social actors (trade unions, associations, lobbies etc).  We will illustrate our contribution with

a concrete example : the Toulousain Genopole which concerns genomic biotechnological
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activities. So we will show that every negotiation hasn’t always structuring effects, but can

per contra produce structuring effects through the institutionalization of both allocative and

associative rules.  We will show thus that today, territories structuration is based on

negotiation processes that produce new coordination rules, and that participate/take place in

the territory history.

II - the role of negotiation in the territory structuring : the example of biotechnology

activities in Toulouse

2.1 - A starting assumption : the territory construction resulting from a negotiated

process of resources allocation and creation

Whereas economic literature has for a long time considered the territory concept as a

receptacle of purely allocative coordinations, the heterodoxy field integrates it today in a

different perspective, expressed in terms of resources creation (Gaffard, 1988, Colletis and

alii, Longhi and Quéré, etc). In this perspective, territory is not postulated, does not exist a-

priori, but is considered as a construction of new coordinations in the long term, aiming at

collective creation of new resources. This resources creation refers to an approach of the

coordination notion which is based on resources complementarity and strategic mobilization,

to create new one's (Gaffard, 1988). Taking in account this literature, our positioning will be

nevertheless oriented towards an association of both the allocative perspective, and the

resources creation perspective. So, we will try here to show that territory construction results

from a dual process of resources allocation and creation, wherein negotiation plays a

fundamental part. Indeed and according to us, this construction is the result of conflict

resolution mechanisms between various and asymmetrical actors. These actors are public

actors (public research, local communities, chambers of commerce etc), private actors (firms)

or social actors (clubs, associations, trade unions, lobbies). And these actors’ multilateral

coordinations seem to yield to:

- mechanisms of resources allocation on the short run (assignment of public financings etc...)

which refers to the question of resources management (physical or financial resources) in

local public policies. One refers here to static distributive rules of negotiation on the short

term;
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- mechanisms of resources creation/destruction on the long run, that refers to a territorial

construction/destruction, and thus to the transformation of the existing rules of coordination.

One refers here at the same time to associative rules of negotiation, and to allocative

negotiation rules on the short term.  The resources creation is inevitably based on allocative

mechanisms registered in different temporalities.

But first of all, determining the construction of “a biotechnologies territory" require a

preliminary work to define what are biotechnologies. Indeed, one can find many definitions of

the word “biotechnology ” in economic and scientific literature. In the perspective to

understand what biotechnologies are, we will define them in the light of the Douzou P. and

alii (1995) definition in the following way: “biotechnologies are technologies whose object is

to exploit industrially micro-organisms, animal or plant living cells” (Douzou P, Durand G,

and alii, 1995). The development of molecular biology in the Fifties, and in parallel DNA

recombination technologies, proteins engineering, and fermentation techniques, proved

feasible the development of high added value products in many sectors (in health with genic

therapy, in the field of plants, animals, and environment). In short, the large applications of

biological techniques are the following ones (Douzou P, Durand G, and alii, idem):   (i)

genetic engineering, with the reprogramming and the creation of species caracterised by new

properties; (ii) biochemical engineering, with the study of the chemical reactions within living

organisms ; (iii) microbiological engineering, with the multiplication of micro-organisms

through a fermentation process.

In this particular case, the creation of resources will be understood as a collective creation of

new scientific knowledges that takes place both in the field of fundamental research (genetic,

enzymology, fundamental microbiology), and in the field of engineering research and its

valorization. As for an example, the emergence of the Toulouse Genopole is closely

dependant with the transfer of technology between public and private-research, which leads

downstream to the knowledge industrialization and to the market valorization.

However, we will see that negotiation does not lead irremediably to resources creation.

Indeed, a necessary starting condition is the institutionalization of negotiation mechanisms.

And however, this institutionalization strongly depends on territory history, and mainly on the

economic and social institutions. Indeed, the structuring of biotechnologies in Toulouse takes

place at the interface of various logics, returning both to the scientific sphere, the market
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sphere, the public sphere, and finally to the fields of regulation and Ethics (cf. GMO :

Geneticaly Modified Organisms; and the bio-ethical european law). And these latters, refering

to various appropriation logics, play an important part in negotiation institutionalization

processes.

2.2 -  Every negotiation does not lead to resources creation : the negotiation

institutionalization process as an indispensable starting condition

To show the role of negotiation and more particularly its institutionalization within territory,

we will refer here to two cases of negotiation, which played an important part in the evolution

of Toulousain biotechnologies during the Eighties:

- The tacit negotiations between the actors of the public research sector, to obtain

financing from local communities. We will see that these informal negotiations led to

the compartmentalization of health on the one hand, and of plants and animal

research on the other hand. This compartmentalization limited the collective creation

of new resources.

- the negotiations between the seeds-groups, which led to the creation of a formal

intermediation and negotiation structure : ASEDIS-SO. We will see that the latter

played thereafter a fundamental part in the creation of a seeds-complexe associating

seeds groups and the public local research.

These negotiations have to be considered mainly from the point of view of the local

biotechnologies history. We shortly present it through three periods (3):

- - the years 60-70, which correspond to the development of molecular biology and genetic

engineering. The presence of famous researchers in INSA (Pr.G.Durand) and in UPS (Pr.

Zalta), who were also working with political and regulatory national authorities, played a

fundamental part in the emergence and development of local biotechnologies. During this

period, negotiations arbitration was led at the State level, and these negotiations were aimed at

the access to public financings.

- the period extending from 1982 to 1997, which corresponds to local-global paradoxes.

Indeed, from 1982, the Toulouse aeronautic sector has been principaly developed to the
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detriment of local biotechnologies. This will not prevent local initiatives in the

biotechnologies field, but these latters will take a individualized/compartmentalized form.

According to us, that's the reason why emerged an important compartmentalization between

the various local public research sectors, and further between local public research and

industrialists. Paradoxically, it is mainly in 1982 that are set up large national programs for

biotechnologies development, which require a decompartmentalization between public

research and private research. Meanwhile, with the decentralization laws, Toulouse Region

becomes the central partner both of local and local/State negotiations. From 1986 to 1996, we

observe a stagnation of the links anteriorly structured between public and private local actors.

However, these individual initiatives committed during the Eighties will form a potential of

excellence in biotechnology. This one will however not be activated by a regional collective

dialogue, and will remain strongly dependant on the sector-specific compartmentalizations.

- since 1997, we observe a major change in the field of biotechnologies, with the development

of a national Genopoles network, the setting up of an innovation law in July 1999, the

national and local initiatives for venture capital development, and finally the territorialisation

of biotechnology activities within the Genopoles concept. The candidature of Toulouse

researchers, to be integrated in the Genopole, played a major part in the structuring and the

decompartmentalization of biotechnologies on the local level. Negotiations then mobilized

both territorial communities, public researchers, some associations, and some industrial

groups (P.Fabre, Novartis, Monsanto, Pioneer, Sanofi).

Tacit negotiations between public researchers during the Eighties

This case is interesting because it shows the existence of tacit arrangements (cf. Shelling,

1960) for financial resources allocation. That's a static case of partition-negotiation, that

didn't lead to a territory structuring. The implicit game consisted, for each involved actor, in

obtaining by turns the access to public financings. At the local level, that participated in the

compartmentalization of health sector on one side, and agri-business sector on the other side,

and limited "de facto" the technological transfers between these sectors. So, this type of tacit

negotiation did not lead to a process of resources creation, and rather took part in the

destructuration of scientific links between local research actors. However, considering the

duration and the stability of this practice over time (several years), one can call it a tacit

institutionalization of negotiation. In this case there was no preconditions of collective
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acceptance to negotiate, nor delimitation of the negotiation game rules. This is the reason

why, even institutionalized, this static and purely allocative negotiation didn’t lead to any

perspective for resources creation.

So, we see that the institutionalization of a purely distributive negotiation is not a vector of

new resources creation. That confirms our starting assumption. Indeed, to lead to new

resources creation, a negotiation must be caracterised both by allocative and associative new

rules.

The case of ASEDIS-SO created in the Eighties: toward a formal institutionalization of the

negotiation process

ASEDIS-SO, Association for Seeds Development in French South West, was initiated in the

Eighties by South West seeds-groups. Their objective was to collectivize some fields of

fundamental research.  This federative structure purpose was, and is always, the transfer of

technology within non competitive fields (such as bioinformatics), the competitive field

being varietal creation (seeds, phytopharmacology). Indeed, at the very start of the Sixties,

seeds groups and co-operative organizations in South West (Co-operative of Pau, RAGT, Co-

operative France Mais, Lesgourgues), were very prospective in the field of hybrid plants, and

try collectively to set up licence agreements with American groups (4). Traditionally very

cooperative, this industry aimed at local industrial excellence in plant biotechnologies.

However, some upstream researches (fundamental researches) proved to be expensive, with

uncertainty on investment returns. This led to the creation of this common associative

structure, ASEDIS-SO, partly aimed at harmonizing competition cooperation interactive

relationships.

In this perspective, we will here bring to light and analyse the importance of negotiations that

preceded the real negotiation game. So we will analyse this dual process through the

following two phases :

- a first phase, which both concerns the actors positioning relevant to a defined problem,

and the way of adhering with, and setting up common rules of negotiation.  This

informal approach is the result of a long-term common history between involved

actors.
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- a second phase, which really concerns the negotiation game, and which leads to new

associative rules and to an institutionalization of negotiation.

PHASE 1 : the positioning relevant to a specific problem, and the legitimation of

negotiation rules

The seeds groups in French South West have traditionally always been federated, and that

played an important part in the institutionalization of their negotiation uses. For example, in

the Eighties, they were confronted to a dual problem.  A productive problem, which was

concerning the upstream research hight cost (with uncertainty on capital returns), and the

massive development of biotechnology competition emerging from USA.  The resolution of

this productive problem took place in the setting up of a common survey of international

technological change (within a specific structure), and also by the collectivization of some

fundamental research fields.  But there was also an institutional problem: the management of

the competition-cooperation interactive relationships that had always characterized these

industrialists. Indeed, beyond a simple cooperation, this brings to light the necessity to

manage behaviours uncertainty, conflict interests, and to set up partition rules when a major

scientific discovery is made.

So we consider the positioning relevant to these institutional and productive problems as a

mutual recognition process, which is finalised by a preliminary procedure of consultation and

by a collective acceptance for negotiation. This concretizes a link between the common

history of the involved actors, and the recognition of a common productive and institutional

problem, which participates to a collective interest construction. Following this collective

positioning, participants then delimit rules for negotiation, and accept to subscribe collectively

to them.  So this first phase proves determining a negotiation principle, a negotiation

settled rule. This principle is closely dependant from history of seeds groups, and concerns

non competitive fields : molecular marking, micro-organisms resistance etc...Thus, the rule of

negotiation is not postulated, as it is the case in Game Theory modellings, but is really a

legitimation process, caracterized by collective acceptance of rules relevant to a collective

interest. This first phase of negotiation is purely informal , and concerns associative-

negotiation (partners selection, mutual recognition). It is a first phase of negotiation informal

institutionalization.
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PHASE 2 :  from informal institutionalization to formal institutionalization of negotiation

When the negotiation principle is collectively accepted, the negotiation process can start.  It is

both an associative and a distributive negotiation, which relates to the decision making,

according to institutional environment (5) : future research investigations, profits partition,

and creation of a formal negotiation structure to limit behaviours uncertainty and to lead to the

collective resolution of conflict interests.  This negotiation, by creating new associative rules,

settles behaviours in a logic of risks mutualisation.

Then the participants problem is the stability of such a cooperation.  That is why these new

rules will be settled through the creation of formal structure/association :  the ASEDIS-SO.

We consider this association as a formal institutionalization of negotiation, which brings to

light a common volition to adhere to a collective project, and to settle rules allowing

opportunism avoidance.  But further, the collective objective is to gain negotiation power, to

obtain much more financing from the local communities. Besides, this formal

institutionalization of negotiation led to new coordinations, vector of collective resources

creation: cooperations with public research (bio-informatics, molecular marking), thesis

financings, cooperations with local communities (CESR, SICOVAL), and young researchers

engaging to maintain links between fundamental and applied research.  The formal

institutionalization of negotiation next took part in the struturation of “a seeds pole”.  At the

local level, this seeds pole played an important part in the official selection of Toulouse as

Genopole.  So this negotiation institutionalization was a source of new coordination rules

leading to new cooperations and to new resources creation.

2.3 -  The present structuration of the Toulouse Genopole :  the emergence of an

institutionalized “negotiating system”

The selection of Toulouse city as Genopole, in September 1999, is another case of negotiation

institutionalization, which “takes support on ”, and “is conditioned by ” the two processes of

negotiation previously described (phase 1 and phase 2). Whereas public research in Midi-

Pyrenees was characterized by compartmentalizations between the health sector on a side, and

the agri-business sector on the other side, the candidature of Toulouse for eligibility as

Genopole changed the local biotechnologies caracteristics and organization. That resulted in

the emergence of a global dialogue negotiated on the basis of a joint project aiming at
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developing local resources combinations, and transfers of technology between public and

private research in genomics.  We will call “negotiating system” these negotiation processes

between public, private and social actors, which led to a new organization of the local

research.  However,  we observe today that the appropriation logics of actors remain unclear,

and oscillate between an intra-sectorial logic and a trans-sectorial logic of obtaining financing

from local communities.  So interest logics oscillate between vested interests, and collective

interests pesupposed by the Genopole project. It seems however that negotiation becomes

increasingly associative and leads to the formation of a strutured “negotiating system” with

new coordinations and new resources creation. We will show this by distinguishing two

phases:  a first phase concerning the local actors mobilization that preceded the selection of

Toulouse city as Genopole; and a second phase subsequent to the selection, caracterized by

the progressive institutionalization of negotiations, by a reformulation of the local power

relations, and caracterized by new scientific and industrial resources creation.

PHASE 1:  the emergence of a “negotiating system” controlled by local public researchers

This first phase takes place in state-policies changes that caracterized fundamental research

and applied research in the beginning of the Nineties.  These changes appeared in 1991 with

the setting up of a national program, BioAvenir, which was promoting transverse links

between private and public research, for example with the creation of mixed research

laboratories (6). So, French  State volition was to stop financing public and private research

with public funds, and to promote a logic of “sponsorship” aiming at developing scientific

and financial partnerships between public research and industry.  In other respects,

during this period, industrial world-wide groups reinforce their presence in the field of

biotechnologies, with the objective to appropriate the animal and plant biological material.

Monsanto purchases phytobiology firms (Dekalb, Hoden, …), Rhône-Poulenc develops

researches within this field, and purchases firms specialised in animal genetics and in

phytopharmacology.  Moreover, new scientific techniques allow to characterize genetic

material thanks to the development of bio-informatics.  The setting up of the Genopoles’

French network thus takes place in this context of changes, aiming at a more competitive

biotechnology industry in France.  From another source, the concept of Genopole is very

interesting because it is supported by a territoriality of biotechnology activities: creation

of mixed research laboratories, regional incubators creation, contribution to start-ups creation,

development of angel funds etc…
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So, this first phase of negotiation is caracterized by a global mobilization of local actors, who

want to adhere to the Genopole project, defined at national level by the MENRT.  This period

leads to the making of a “negotiating system” controlled primarily by the following local

public research actors: Inra, Insa, INP, CNRS, Inserm and UPS. At the beginning, this period

wasn’t nevertheless  caracterized by a strong institutionalization of negotiation.  Indeed, these

actors fitted more in mutual recognition and mobilization to promote this collective project,

than in a real negotiated construction of partnerships. More concretely, this phase corresponds

to the collective acceptance of common rules which are: the giving away of each one’s

competences, and the revelation of indivisible private informations relating to the following

fields: current research programs and techniques activated to their implementation, human

and material means within laboratories, partnerships and current contracts elaborated with

industrialists, and financings/subsidies allocated both on regional, national and European

levels. So we observe the progressive structuring of a negotiating system, resulting both from

a project defined by the french State, and from a local “clutch” initiated by public research

actors. This phase aims at mutual recognition and at delimitation of a negotiation principle

based on the potentialities of existing resources combination, on the real implication and

transparency of actors, and on a non-privative appropriation of the future results (financial

and scientific) generated by these partnerships.  One can schematize this negotiating system in

the following way:

Scheme n°1

June 1999 : a negotiating system in the making, controlled by the local public researchers
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PHASE 2:  Intensification of negotiations and initialization of a collective process of

resources creation

The official selection of Toulouse as Genopole in September 1999 marks the beginning of this

second phase.  But the Genopole notion was first unclear in peoples’ mind during the first

stages of its implementation, as it doesn’t allow for conflict resolution when multiple

appropriation logics are involved. Indeed, the creation of the Genopole presupposes more

flexible and less confrontational power relations (which are bi-polarized between health on

the one hand and agri-business on the other hand).  However, one observes an intensification

of negotiation relations during this second phase.

That is concretized first of all by the rise of cooperative reconciliation trends aiming at

creating common research fields. The most striking agreement connects aeronautical research

and genomic research.  Electronics, robotics and engineering of processes developed in the

field of aeronautics participate in the development of bioinformatics, biorobotics and

nanotechnologies. In this perspective, the LASS develops DNA biochips. The objective is to

create bio-industrial concentration of interconnected skills, and thus to promote trans-sectorial

transfers of technology, starting from activities such as informatics, robotics and electronics.

The creation or the development of platforms with common partners (functional genomics,

bioinformatics, nanotechnologies) requires more and more negotiation. This aims at the

common use of material resources, and at the sharing of the research gains resulting from new

combinations of resources.

So, these negotiations are structuring because they lead to the decompartmentalization of the

three large research fields:  (i) fundamental and applied microbiology; (ii) biology of

development, physiology and pharmacology; and (iii) genetics of eucaryote organisms.  In

addition, these negotiations participate in a dual “organization” of the technology transfer.

The first one is a intra-sectorial-specific transfer which is developed by Engineering Schools

(INSA and ESAP starts-ups incubators), and by transfer structures such as ASEDIS-SO,

SISMIP-CCTTM or CRITT.  But moreover, the transfer of technology increasingly takes a

trans-sectorial form, with the setting up of common platforms in genomics and in

bioinformatics, platforms that suppose the combination of existing resources for the creation
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of new one’s (for example DNA biochips). That also lead to a reformulation of the power

relations.  Whereas interdependencies between researchers were strongly compartmentalized

in sectors (agro-alimentary, seeds, agriculture, health, environment), these interdependences

are today inter-sectorial and much more flexible. Besides, the increasing number of involved

actors decreases their respective power, and no “key-actor” appears really. However this

reformulation of the power relations remains unstable, and oscillates between the privative

appropriation logic (vested interests) which prevailed in the past, and the collective

appropriation logic (collective interest) presupposed by the current process of resources

creation.  According to us, this instability can be explained by the fact that the Genopole is not

formally institutionalized as a GIP (Groupement d'Intérêt Public: Public Interest Group

according to French law) in accordance with the starting project.  It would seem that the

formal institutionalization of  negotiation is a necessary condition to maintain the dual process

of resources allocation and creation, and to perpetuate this territorialized structuring

negotiation.  The following scheme is an updated state of this negotiation process:

Scheme n°2

June 2000 : an enlarged negotiating system

CONCLUSION

Our objective was here to develop a renewed vision of the territory, this latter being perceived

as the result of a dual negotiated process of resources allocation and creation.  The analysis of
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“biotechnology territory structuring” brings however to light the fact that purely distributive

negotiations don’t lead to resources creation mechanisms. Indeed, beyond a purely

distributive perspective, we show here that negotiation leads to resources creation only if it is

integrated in a processual logic of new rules creation, which participates to a collective

interest construction. So, we show that these rules and collective interest partake of its

institutionalization.  The case of Toulousain biotechnologies shows that one can analyze this

process of institutionalization through two phases:

- a phase of adhesion to a common principle of negotiation. This process is prior to the

negotiation and results from the delimitation of the negotiation framework by the very

actors taking in part in it. These actors thus delimit the rules for future negotiation,

relevant to a given institutional and/or productive problem. In Toulousain

biotechnologies, this first phase of informal institutionalization of negotiation is

strongly related to the history of the local/global actors and institutions. So, this first

phase corresponds to the processual construction of a common principle and

framework of behaviour rules.    

- In reference to this common framework of behaviour rules, the negotiation which is

then established concerns decision taking. It relates simultaneously to allocative and

associative rules.  By creating new coordination rules that are collectively accepted, it

settles behaviours in a logic of risk and incertainty mutualization.  So, negotiation is

here the real sign of a mutual recognition, of an agreement institutionalized over time.

This institutionalization does not actually guarantee stability, and the example of the Toulouse

Genopole shows that logics underlying the interests of the various actors involved oscillate

between individual appropriation and collective interest.  However, when we consider

Toulousain biotechnologies evolution over the past 30 years, we note that phases of resources

creation which have thereafter played an important structuring part were in fine caracterized

by a formal institutionalization of negotiating process:

- Either through a bilateral or multilateral contractual form: as is the case for

partnerships between P.Fabre group and CNRS/Inserm, which were finalized by the

creation of common mixed laboratories.
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- Or through the form of a common and formal structure such as an association (the

ASEDIS-SO case), a GIP (PIG: Public Interest Grouping), a structure for

technological intermediation (ex. The bio-processes CRITT localised in INSA), or a

formal deliberation and negotiation structure.

So, the formal institutionalization of the negotiation process appears to be an additional

source of stability and durability leading to resources allocation and creation, and playing an

important part in territory structuring.

NOTES :

(1) With a neo-institutionalist signification, ie understood as game rules created by agents which interact at
a decentralised level.

(2) Citation of Delorme R.(1997)
(3) Cf. I.Leroux (1999) for a historical analysis of biotechnologies in Toulouse.
(4) Coopérative de Pau with Funk, RAGT with Dekalb, France Mais with Pioneer, Lesgourgues with

Cargill.
(5) For example, the part played by GMO lobbies, Ethics lobbies, and social demand.
(6) In Midi-Pyrénées, two mixed research laboratories have been created in health sector: the Centre Jean-

Louis Alibert with researches on epiteliums (P.Fabre group, UPS-CHU, INSERM), and the Centre de
Criblage Pharmacologique (Cnrs-IPBS, P.Fabre group).
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

ASEDIS-SO : Association pour le Développement des Semences du Sud Ouest / Association for

Seeds Development in the French South West.

CHU : Centre Hospitalier Universitaire / University Hospital Center.

CNRS : Centre National de  Recherche Scientifique / National Scientific Research Center.

CESR : Conseil Economique et Social Regional / Regional Social and Economic Council.

CRITT : Centre Régional d’Innovation et de Transfert de Technologie / Regional Innovation and

Technology Transfer Center.

DRRT : Direction Régionale de la Recherche et de la Technique / Regional Department for Research

and Technology.

GIP : Groupement d’Intérêt Public / Public Interest Grouping (according to French law).

INSERM  : Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale / National Institute for Health

and Medical Research.

INP : Institut National Polytechnique / Polytechnic National Institute (school for higher education in

engineering).

INRA  : Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique / National Institute for Plant Research.

INSA : Institut National des Sciences Appliquées / National Institute for Applied Sciences

(engineering school).

LAAS  : Laboratoire d’Automatique et Architecture des Systèmes / Automation and Systems

Architecture Laboratory.

MENRT  : Ministère de l’Education Nationale, de la Recherche et de la Technique /, Ministry of

National Education, Research, and Technology.

OGM : Organismes Genetiquement Modifiés / GMO : Geneticaly Modified Organisms.

SICOVAL  : collective structure for local communities action, localised in the south area of Toulouse.

SISMIP : Syndicat des Industries de la Santé en Midi-Pyrénées / Trade Association for Health

Industry in Midi-Pyrenees.

UPS : Université Paul Sabatier  / Paul Sabatier University


